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Using simple guidelines, professional color consultant Carole Jackson helps you choose the thirty

shades that make you look smashing. COLOR ME BEAUTIFUL will also help you: develop your

color personality; learn to perfect your make-up color; discover your clothing personality; use color

to solve specific figure problems, and more, including full-color palettes containing the thirty shades

for each season--pages you can cut out to carry when you shop! --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.
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Using simple guidelines, professional color consultant Carole Jackson helps you choose the thirty

shades that make you look smashing. COLOR ME BEAUTIFUL will also help you: develop your

color personality; learn to perfect your make-up color; discover your clothing personality; use color

to solve specific figure problems, and more, including full-color palettes containing the thirty shades

for each season--pages you can cut out to carry when you shop! --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.

This is a must have to understand what color to wear, even though the style of dress and makeup is

TOTALLY OUTDATED!!! But for a good laugh.But, this book is essential as far as the technical

aspect of choosing color to wear...This book is a great book to understand and enter into the

market. I bought the whole series and read them from cover to cover. This is not for the advanced

student, but the beginner.I also think that fashion designers should have a thorough understanding

of color theory, which is really not taught that much or well. It is also a very complex subject to learn



and understand. BUT!!!!! There is hope!!!if you want to know about Color theory to get even

better....COLOR WORKS, the crafter Guide to Color by Deb MenzFOR ANYONE who wants to

know about Color Theory this test breaks it down so that ANYONE can understand this subject. I

learned more about color theory in this book than all others put together because I now

"Understand" the concept.While this book is for the textile artist, ALL artists should get it and is also

has cut outs to use when choosing your colour palette whether it be for Fashion Design or Art.This

book is a MUST HAVE!!!!

Saves, Time, Money, and is Great Fun. Even if the photos seem to be dated, our colors will always

be our colors. Carol helped me to organize my closet, and now it gives me pleasure just to look at it.

Carol helps the reader to narrow down whether he/she is warm or cold and then narrow down

whether one is Winter, Spring, Summer, or Autumn. Some books break it down MUCH further (like

into 16 or more categories) but I find the 4 seasons to help a person tremendously to be a smart

shopper and to feel confident wearing their purchases.

This book is hilariously outdated, but that just makes it more fun. For years I had no idea what

people were talking about when they mentioned 'seasons' in clothing and such. This book makes it

so clear. I flip through it occasionally to giggle at the styles and strengthen my eye. I am a summer,

and confident! I never hear, "You look tired." anymore. Everyone who cares about how they look

should have this on their bookshelf.

Book is old - originally published in the 80's when I first read it. The principle's of color still apply

though although pictures are outdated. I'm a "summer" and always liked "cool" colors. After I read

the book, I looked in my closet and sure enough, all my clothes were in the "cool" color range as is

the decorating of my house. I don't look good in warm colors and same goes for warm color

makeup.

I've given this book to many. I followed their ideas so many years ago and even taught my sons to

know their colors. They still try to buy only their colors. Saves money when you feel good in

something that suits you

I ordered this for a good friend. This is a good read if you want to look your best all the time.

Dressed up, or just casual. Want a lot of compliments? Have you lost weight? You sure look nice



today. This book will help you achieve that. I strongly recommend it to all who want to make a

positive difference in their lives.

Learned color coding a long, long time ago and lost my book. I bought this one to share with my

sister who has never heard of color coding and wears everything under the sun as far as colors is

concerned, the brighter the better! So I wanted to share with her that all colors are not for everyone.

Everyone woman who has looked into a stuffed closet and says 'I have nothing to wear' needs this!

It will keep you sane, and money in your pocket. It makes clothing, fashion, personal style and

shopping simple. I now look much more confidant and beautiful. People comment that I look nice,

instead of saying my dress looks nice. It's worth every dime. If you aren't a reader, find a consultant.

It's worth it.
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